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JDS Australia stands at the forefront of modern
application monitoring and security, offering
innovative solutions to safeguard your digital assets.
By harnessing the power of New Relic Vulnerability
Management, JDS delivers proactive security
measures to ensure your applications remain resilient
and shielded from vulnerabilities throughout their
lifecycle.

Security is central to digital business, and the New
Relic all-in-one observability platform helps you
secure your software applications with less rigor by
providing a comprehensive approach to vulnerability
management.

With the New Relic unified data platform and
automatic prioritisation, you can lower the overall risk
of your entire tech stack by bringing together all
teams—including developer, DevOps, site reliability
engineering (SRE), and security.

Quickly assess the most urgent vulnerabilities while
addressing exposure with guidelines for remediation.

Vulnerability Management
Enhance security and minimise risk to your digital business.

Instantly evaluate your security posture
Know your security posture instantly with accurate
reporting on known application vulnerabilities across
your software stack, with no additional configuration.

Improve security with an open ecosystem
Get more value from your trusted security tools by
seamlessly integrating vulnerability signals for security
in context across the software development lifecycle.

Optimise risk mitigation
Easily remediate vulnerabilities across your entire stack
with actionable recommendations and automated risk
scores that feed into a tracking system to manage the
vulnerability lifecycle effectively at the global
organisation, team, or individual component level.

Accelerate development velocity
Accelerate your continuous integration and continuous
delivery (CI/CD) pipeline by knowing what goes into
your application with fewer scans and less toil to boost
your security practice and work at the speed of
business.

Reduce blind spots
Collaborate across your organisation and see detailed
application-level security event telemetry, allowing
Dev, Ops, and Sec teams to work together (DevSecOps)
to ensure no vulnerabilities sneak into the production
environment.

Improve cloud posture
Get recommendations in context for your cloud
infrastructure risks based on the Center for Internet
Security (CIS) benchmarks from third-party security
tools like Amazon Web Services (AWS) Security Hub.
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